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Shape-Dependent Antibacterial Activity
Escherichia coli of Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles
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Abstract - Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles (NPs) has become as promising
candidate for antibacterial agents against Escherichia coli (E.coli), commensal
hospital- acquired infections (HAIs). This study investigates the antibacterial
action of ZnO NPs in three difference shapes; nanorod, nanoflakes and
nanospheres against E.coli ATCC 25922. The antibacterial activity of ZnO
NPs was determine through two standard protocols known as Clinical
Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) MO2-A11 under light conditions of 5.70
w/m2 and American standard test method (ASTM) E-2149. Preliminary
screening shows ZnO NPs did not inhibit the growth of E.coli. Further analysis
using ASTM E-2149 in dynamic conditions revealed antibacterial activity after
3 hours with 100% reduction for ZnO NPs nanoflakes and 6 hours with
94.63% reduction for ZnO nanospheres, respectively. It demonstrated the
ZnO NPs in nanoflakes and nanospheres exerted higher antibacterial activity
possibly through release of ios, free radicals, ROS generation and
electrostatic collision which contribute to bacterial death. Further analysis is
needed to investigate biocompatibility of these samples for future biomedical
applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

2 METHODOLOGY

Presently scientists have focus on the potential of
metal oxide nanoparticles (NPs) in biomedical
applications as antibacterial agent due to its
Email:
photocatalytic
properties. An increasing number
corresponingauthoraddress
of@email.com
patients recurrently exposed to the Escherichia
coli (E.coli) colonization, a gram-negative strains
that commonly associated with urinary tract
infections (UTI) patients and other hospitalacquired infections (HAIs) leading to increased
rates of morbidity and mortality, challenging
treatment and healthcare costs. Zinc oxide (ZnO)
metal oxide NPs is of the promising candidate as
antibacterial agents as it a photocatalytic NPs
that’s works under light and without light
conditions by generating reactive oxygen species
(ROS) free radicals and ion release [1-3].

The present study aims to compare the interfacial
potential of different shaped ZnO NPs such as
nanorod, nanoflakes, and nanospheres against
E.coli (ATCC 25922). ZnO NPs were produced by
solution precipitation method and incorporated
with low density polyethylene (ZnO NPs-LDPE)
as described by [4]. The bacterial morphology
was further studied by using gram staining with
crystal violet and safranin method. The
preliminary screening was done according to
Standard Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute
(CLSI) protocol MO2-A11 for test samples with
dimension: 6.0 x 6.0 cm 2 under light conditions of
5.70 w/m2 [5] prior incubation for two hours.
Further, the antibacterial activity was confirmed
by using another standard protocol known as
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American standard test method (ASTM) E-2149
on test samples with dimensions 2.7 x 2.7 cm 2 at
1.5-3.0 x 105 cfu/mL E.coli bacterial dilution for
1, 3 and 6 hour under light treatment condition
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Generally, the Gram staining methods is used to
study the classification of bacterial either “Grampositive” and “Gram-negative” and shape
morphology either cocci, rods or spiral-shaped.
As shown in Figure 1, under the microscope, the
E.coli appear in pink in color with rod-shaped.
The absence of purple color confirming the gramnegative E.coli. Noted that difference in cell wall
structure and peptidoglycan layer thickness
resulting a different color staining results [6], a
gram-positive bacteria retain violet-stained due to
the thick layer of protein-sugar complexes or
known as peptidoglycan and low levels of lipid.
However, in case of gram-negative bacteria, it will
retain the red-stained due for having a thin layer
of peptidoglycan and thick layer of lipids [7].
Crystal violet-iodine complex unable to retain in
the gram-negative bacteria cell wall and be
washed away together with lipids by decolorizer.
Subsequently, it counter-stained by safranin and
hence, appears red or pink in color.
a)

b)
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The preliminary screening data guided by CLSI
MO2-A11 shows that all shapes of ZnO NPs did
not inhibit the growth of E.coli, as shown in Figure
2. The greater complexity of the E.coli for having
an extra outer membrane as additional shield,
increased difficulty for ZnO NPs to penetrate into
bacterial cell membrane [8-10]. However, a
noteworthy antibacterial activity was observed
under ASTM E-2149 assay after 3 hours with
100% reduction for ZnO NPs nanoflakes and 6
hours with 94.63% reduction for ZnO
nanospheres, respectively in Table 1. The
antibacterial effects that governed by surface
area can be explained based on our previous
work on scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
which showed the morphology characterization
for each shapes of ZnO NPs (data not shown
here). ZnO NPs inhibit or kill bacteria through
various mechanisms such as the released of zinc
ions and electrostatic force of attraction. The
released ZnO NPs in nanoflakes and
nanospheres directly pitting on the bacterial cell
wall. The collision between cell wall and ZnO ions
due to electrostatic force of interaction between
positively charges ZnO ions and negatively
charge bacterial cells ruptures the outer
membrane of E.coli resulting the leakage of
cytoplasmic contents [11]. Therefore, this will lead
easier penetration for ZnO NPs into bacterial cell
membrane and causing the bacterial death.
Another study by Maqbool et al. 2016 [12], stated
that generation of (ROS) generated by ZnO NPs
is responsible as another possible route for
antibacterial activity. Upon irradiation under
visible light treatment in aqueous suspension of
ZnO NPs, two different photochemical reaction
pathways may occur; generation of hydroxyl
radicals and superoxide ions (electron transfer
process,Type I) and formation of singlet oxygen
(energy transfer, Type II). Formation of
photogenerated ROS can disrupt the bacterial
cellular membranes which cause overall damage
to bacterial cell.

Figure. 1: (a) E.coli from the culture stock showed pink-rod
shaped morphology which confirm it is a gram-negative at
100X magnification. (b) Schematic structure of E.coli cell
walls. Gram-negative cell walls have an inner and outer
membrane, LPS and a thin layer of peptidoglycan compared
to gram- positive bacteria.
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Figure. 2:Effect of different shapes ZnO NPs on the growth
of E.coli ATCC 25922. Inhibition zones were measured after
72 hours after exposure with light for 2 hours prior incubation
treatment. The experiments were done in triplicates.

Table 1: Bacterial reduction percentage results of different
shapes ZnO NPs on the growth of E.coli ATCC 25922
pathogens. Colony were counted in triplicate and reduction
% was measured after 1, 3 and 6 hours after exposure with
visible light (Mean ± Standard deviation reduction).

This study highlighted that ZnO NPs with
nanoflakes and nanospheres exerted higher
antibacterial activity possibly through the release
of ZnO ions, free radicals and generation of ROS.
The electrostatic force of interaction between
ZnO ions and bacterial cell walls also enhanced
the interaction with the cell membrane, thus
leading to bacterial death. Further study is need
to explain the interfacial potential of ZnO NPs
with nanoflakes and nanospheres shapes as
antibacterial agent for biomedical applications.
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